Italy) on high-efficiency light-emitting devices in silicon.
Topics relating to nanostructured materials are rapidly becoming a mainstay at MRS meetings, as reflected in the cluster of symposia on Nanostructured Materials. Symposium P on self-assembled nanostructures includes sessions on mesostructured materials, polymeric materials, biological and biomimetic systems, and nanobuilding blocks. Symposium Q covers unconventional approaches to nanostructures with a focus on applications. Quantum dots and nanoparticles will be covered on Monday, including a series of invited talks. M. Sailor (University of California, San Diego) will present an invited talk on "Smart Dust: Photonic Crystals Derived from Nanocrystalline Porous Silicon." Sessions on Friday cover properties and applications of nanostructures. H. Dai (Stanford University) will discuss highperformance carbon nanotube electronics in the afternoon.
Using energetic beams to nanostructure materials is the focus of Symposium T. The first two talks, by R. Legras (Univ. Catholique de Louvain) on nanopores and nanowires and by J. Chen (HahnMeitner Institut) on nanowire field-effect transistor in etched ion tracks of flexible materials, will establish the tone for the symposium. On Tuesday afternoon, L. Wang (Univ. of Michigan) will discuss radiation effects versus ion implantation on the formation of nanophases under an ion beam. Talks on Wednesday will highlight metallic and magnetic nanostructures, and nanocrystals in silica. Symposium U will focus on mechanical properties derived from nanostructuring materials. C. Koch (North Carolina State Univ.) will begin the symposium with an exposition on ductility of nanocrystalline metals. W. Gerberich (Univ. of Minnesota) will discuss mechanical behavior of films, nanospheres, and nanobumps. A session on Wednesday will cover testing of nanoscale materials, including a talk by K.J. Hemker (Johns Hopkins Univ.) on microsample tensile testing.
The cluster on Molecular Materials and Biomaterials includes Symposium N on BioMEMS. Two sessions on Wednesday on cell arrays and tissue engineering include a number of invited talks, while sessions on Thursday and Friday cover bio-nano systems. Symposium O on materials inspired by biology incorporates a tutorial on tissue engineering on Monday. A Wednesday afternoon session on biomineralization and hard tissue biomimetics includes a talk on the hardening of polychete worm jaws by copper and zinc. The session on Friday morning covers molecular recognition and templates. The other symposia in the cluster include molecular-scale electronics, organicpolymeric devices, and nanotube-based devices. The scheduled talks in Symposium M reflect the tremendous progress made recently on nanotube-based devices.
In the 10 symposia that constitute the cluster on Electronic and Optical Materials, several symposia such as Symposium A on amorphous and nanocrystalline silicon and Symposium E on advanced interconnects and low-κ dielectrics are a continuation of long-running MRS symposium series. The optoelectronics of Group-IVbased materials is the topic of Symposium I. A tutorial on Monday on crystalline silicon as an optical material will initiate proceedings. A session on Tuesday afternoon covers devices including an invited talk by M. Castagna (STMicroelectronics,
